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This year for Christmas I want Covid to be over. I’m tired of masks, daily updates,
press conferences, fuss about vaccines and all the other things we have had to live
with since 2019. Now, I know all the things I mentioned will be part of our lives
until the Covid pandemic is brought under control and that those things are helping
us enjoy a more normal life here in Nova Scotia. And I’m also aware we will be
still doing them well into the new year but that doesn’t stop me from looking
forward to the day when all those things are in the past. 

Each year we start the Advent season, the four weeks leading up to Christmas, with
a passage where Jesus talks about the end times. And we do that, begin our journey
to Bethlehem with these unfamiliar passages about signs and portents, for a very
important reason. Because as we gather and start talking about getting reading for
Jesus we are looking back at the prophecies and promises around him but at the
same time we are looking forward to his eventual return at the end of time. So the
preparations and things we do this month before December 25th are not merely so
we can better remember what happened so long ago but they are also a way for us
to prepare for what is coming in the days ahead. 

Now the truth is that sometimes when we read scriptures like our gospel this
morning, with strange events described, that we get worried and afraid and assume
that the end times are something to be avoided at all costs. Now of course no one
actively looks for difficult times to happen the fact is that I’m preaching to you
while you are masked because of Covid and we are living under Covid restrictions
and we faced terrible flooding in the town and county last week. And that is on top
of all the other difficult things we are dealing with in our personal lives. 

So while the specifics of what Jesus talks about in the reading may not be the same
as what we are experiencing lets be honest- we are living in uncertain, disturbing,
and unwelcome times. We are in the midst of chaos, our world has been turned
upside down, and we are doing things we never imagined a couple of years ago. 

For the unusual, the disturbing days, aren’t the point of the lesson because the
specific difficulties are not what Jesus intends us to focus on. No, like our lesson a
number of weeks ago what Jesus teaches is what we should do when the world
spins out of control. And Jesus tells us very clearly that in the times like these we
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need to have faith. 

To remember the goodness of God when we are afraid and unsure, to turn to God
for strength and hope when we find ourselves tired and discouraged. To keep our
eyes not simply on what is happening now but on what God has promised us will
happen and what God is bringing about. For God promises us a time and a place
where we there are no more worries, no more fears, no more pain and suffering and
no more troubles.

And we see that time ahead by looking back and remembering the goodness of God
and recounting the ways in which God has changed our world already. Thinking
about how we have come through the difficult times and been provided for in the
past. How God has and is opening the way before us. And we see that promised
time as well by looking forward. By understanding that where we are is not what
God intends for us and that better days are coming. And holding firm to what we
believe, what we know, and what we trust. To have hope as we face the troubles of
today.

And that leads us to think about our preparations during this month. Because the
preparations we are called to make, just like the season Advent, have two purposes.
The first is so we get ready for what is coming so we will be able to act and do
what needs to be done. When Jesus talks about seeing the signs in nature we all
know what that means. 

Because right now days are getting shorter and colder and so we’re putting on
snow tires, we’re making plans for December, we’re aware of what we will happen
on the 25th and we’re getting ready for it. So when Christmas comes we are not
surprised and unready but we have done everything we need to do before day itself.
Because we can see what is coming and can see what needs to be done now so that
we are ready then. 

But that is only part of what preparation is about. Because the second part of
preparing is about acting today in order to change what happens tomorrow. To use
what we do in the present to shape the future that lies before us.  We act in this
moment to build the type of future we want to see come about in the world. And we
can see examples of that all around us. We’re wearing masks in order to prevent the
spread of Covid today so that things are better tomorrow. We’re getting vaccinated
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to change what will happen in the days and weeks ahead. What we do now makes a
difference in what takes place later. We’re preparing and through our preparations
we are making a better and promised future. 

And as we move into Advent we think again of the preparations we need to make
in faith. The things we need to be doing in order to receive Jesus into our hearts,
the time we need to spend with scripture and in prayer to understand the promise of
salvation, and the changes in our behavior that have to happen so we can be right
with God. 

So that we can hear the message of Christmas once more and feel the hope which
Jesus brings into the world. So that we can know the peace which comes from
believing and trusting in the grace of God. So that we can feel the joy which fills
the gospel message. So that we can experience the love God has for us. 

And as we do that we help bring about the better tomorrow God intends. For by
living the gospel message, by helping those in need, by allowing the light of Christ
to shine through us, we become the way in which God  moves the world from
where we are to where we need to be.

When we have faith, when we hold on, when we are the hands and feet of Christ in
the world, when we open our hearts, when we repent and turn back to God, we are
preparing ourselves for the world to come. We are getting ready for what God is
doing and, and this is important, we are being part of the change, the new thing that
God is bringing about in the world. 

Because God calls you to be faithful. To share what you believe, what you hope,
what you trust. To show your faith in Jesus and allow others to see to the truth and
the promise found in what God does through the baby born in Bethlehem. 

For in this season we are getting ready. We are getting ready to celebrate what God
has done when Jesus was born in Bethlehem and we are getting ready for what God
is doing in the world this day. And we are preparing our lives and our world to
receive the promise of God for the future and preparing the way for that promise to
break forth in our lives, in our families and our community in the days to come. 


